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The connection between beauty and society is one of the core issues 
of Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Aesthetic Judgment.1 Kant, articu-
lating the question of judgement, divides the arts into two main 
categories—beautiful or agreeable—and claims, paradoxically, that 
within this formulation music can be judged as both. This, he sug-
gests, is due to its supposedly detrimental, anti-social nature. Yet it 
is precisely music’s socio-aesthetic ambiguity that establishes it as an 
instrument in social formation, making it, in fact, its greatest force.
 Unlike poetry or oratory - arts that communicate through 
concepts—Kant views music as a “language of affects” creating 
only sensational pleasure.2 In comparison to painting or sculpture, 
which “produce a lasting impression,” music creates “transitory” 
sensations that proceed only “to indeterminate ideas.”3 
 Nevertheless, the opinions regarding Kant’s appreciation 
of music are conflicted, stretching from claims that “Kant knew 
little about music and was not interested in it,”4 to suggesting 
that “Kant did not love music because the music which he could 
have loved did not yet exist!”5 Yet while the source for these 
discrepancies is Kant’s text itself,6 a reconciliation can be found in 
the interpretation of Samantha Matherne in what she defines as 
Kant’s “expressive formalism.”7 Suggesting a separation of music’s 
structure and substance, Matherne reads judgement as depending 
on the manner of listening, on the audience’s decision whether to 
judge’s music mere content or form. 
 Both Kant and his interpreter suggest a type of behavior that 
enables judgment—namely, that it is not what one listens to, but 
rather how. Matherne’s approach, however, though harmonizing 
the dissonance, does not point to the reconciliation’s communal 
aspects.8 It neglects the idea of cultivating communities 
through aesthetic judgement, which is at the core of Kant’s 
enlightenment project.
 For Kant, judgement is the result of a sensus communis: 
a “sense shared by [all of us], i.e., a power to judge that in reflecting 
takes account (a priori), in our thought, of everyone else’s way 
of presenting [something], in order as it were to compare our 
own judgment…”9 This cultivation of the ‘common sense,’ is 
formulated by three maxims—“(1) to think for oneself; (2) to 
think from the standpoint of everyone else; and (3) to think always 
consistently.”10 Since “only in society is the beautiful of empirical 
interest”, and since “the urge to society is natural to man,”11  
the practice of judgement, for Kant, is a social one. 
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The rigidity of architectural space—contrary to 
music’s malleability—makes this socio-aesthetic 
problem more audible, and suggests that 
providing an exclusively spatial answer to music’s 
lack of “urbanity” is a futile task.
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Music, in this paradigm, presents a social, aesthetic and spatial 
problem. Lacking “urbanity,” as Kant strangely notes, music 
“extends its influence (on the neighborhood) farther than people 
wish […] imposes itself on others and hence impairs the freedom 
of those outside of the musical party.”12

 “Urbanity,” translated from the German Urbanität, pertains 
here both to “city life” and “the refinement or elegance of 
manners.”13 If so, music presents a dual problem. Since it can be 
judged as agreeable and beautiful, judgment itself is tampered with 
by music’s nature. Music then becomes an aesthetic and a political 
problem unlike other arts, which “communicate determinate 
concepts that serve to ground a community.” Holding a political 
capacity to traverse physical borders, and to “infringe upon others” 
through the “improper use of freedom,”14 music infringes upon the 
community that it attempts to cultivate. 
 Yet the act of listening, etymologically at the core of the 
German verb zu gehören, meaning “to belong,” suggests music has 
an intrinsic communal aspect.15 It requires, in a specific moment, 
a compromise from all members of society; it urges the crowd it 
fosters to negotiate. Both social lubricant and a tool for agitation, 
its infringement requires audiences to nurture “urbanity” around 
it; to be enlightened not only after its fleeting sounding but also 
during it; to be civil and civic, since it, autonomously, is not. 
 Here, the issue of how one listens to music is raised again, 
along with the question of where. For Kant, the question of 
taste in relation to music is telling, as Arden Reed claims, since 
it “may be determined by where one sits in the concert hall.”16 
Kant, who found institutions problematic, would likely disagree 
with this spatially deterministic perspective.17 In an established 
hall, the organized audience would not engage in a conversation 
about the art presented, since the institution would have already 
marked music as beautiful, while denying its judgement as 
obtrusive noise. The rigidity of architectural space—contrary to 
music’s malleability—makes this socio-aesthetic problem more 
audible, and suggests that providing an exclusively spatial answer 
to music’s lack of “urbanity” is a futile task. This, however, should 
not mean that architecture cannot play a role in the event of 
judgement, and the transformation of a passive audience into  
an active crowd. 

* * *

Described as “the most sublime landscape” to be created by an 
American architect,18 Louis Kahn’s Salk Institute, was built on 
the idea of a community pursuing a common goal, and conceived 
as “a facility that would both support scientific research and foster 
the exchange of ideas between scientists and cultural leaders.”19 
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These exchanges, Salk had hoped, would take place in the insti-
tute’s yard. Yet the famed, silent space, daily hit by the Californian 
sun, albeit designed for interaction, has become a place of passing, 
rather than dialogue. A vehicle for sublime nature, aligning the 
line of water with that of the ocean and the setting sun between 
its walls, it fails, ironically and against the ambition of its creators, 
precisely because of its sublimity; a beauty that cannot be negoti-
ated or discussed. Enter the orchestra. 
 The website “Symphony at Salk,”20 is decorated with the following 
quote: “Jonas Salk created this incredible building to inspire us 
with the beauty of our surroundings, and to focus us on the power 
of science to improve our lives.” For three-hundred dollars, guests 
are invited to gather around dinner tables in groups of ten,21 while 
listening to the San Diego Orchestra and a selected artist. 
 Kant, one might speculate, would be pleased. The number  
of guests is small enough to have a meaningful conversation,  
the spectacle music urges judgement, and the courtyard, fulfilling 
its purpose, transforms the still architecture into an event-space, 
reflecting nature’s beauty while echoing its sounds. 
 Unlike Kant’s enlightenment project, at Salk, it is science 
which advances humanity, while art—in this case music—is that 
which makes this progress possible. As one Salk professor stated: 
“Symphony at Salk allows Salk scientists to pursue the most 
challenging scientific questions, leading to discoveries that will 
enhance and impact the human condition.”22 Her words point to 
the need for the infusion of communal spaces with a content and 
an activity which could trigger crowds.
 In Salk, the most silent of spaces is filled with the most 
paradoxical of arts. Brought together, Kant’s philosophy 
and Kahn’s architecture suggest that neither architecture, 
music nor any art, is beautiful alone. The audience, through 
the practice of its own freedom, situates the music and its 
resonating architecture as beautiful. Art only becomes beautiful 
through initiation, through audiences that witness and judge it 
actively, transforming themselves into socio-political crowds. 
Programmed into the lingering space, music demands a society 
to be constantly formed around it, as it demonstrates not only 
what the beautiful is, but how. 
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Music infringes 
upon the 
community  
that it attempts  
to cultivate.
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